Gender Studies Program – Research Workshops

Spring 2011:

January 28 - Vanesa Miseres, Moreau Post doctoral Fellow Romance Languages and Literatures, Vanesa Miseres Poster

February 11 - Agustin Fuentes, Agustin Fuentes Poster, Agustin Fuentes PowerPoint

February 25 - Jim Sterba, Jim Sterba Poster

March 4 - Pamela Butler, Pamela Butler Poster

April 8 - Anne Garcia-Romero, Moreau Postdoctoral Fellow Film, Television and Theatre, Garcia-Romero Poster

Fall 2010:

September 10 - Samantha Noel

September 24 - Gretchen Busl

October 8 - Courtney McDermott

November 5 - Laura Hunter, Moreau postdoc Sociology

November 19 - Daniel Escher

December 3 - April Lidinsky, Women's and Gender Studies IUSB